STORAGE FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISE

Supporting today’s digital video workflow with a monolithic storage strategy is as nostalgic as the VCR.
This paper will explore the application of efficient storage – price/performance, redundancy, capacity, and density – to multiple requirements in the widely-varied video ecosystem.
EFFICIENCY IN THE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISE

Today’s environment for acquiring, creating, and distributing video is evolving at a faster pace than ever. Supporting these evolving digital asset workflows requires a certain agility of the IT team. Changing user preferences for tools and workflows, new formats, the need to share media across multiple platforms, and expanding requirements for digital asset management – while providing the business continuity and budget efficiency that all video ecosystems need – demand new thinking about storage architectures.

The world of storage is also changing. The ongoing trend of increasing capacity and decreasing cost for hard disk drives (HDDs) is amplified by the revolutionary impact of solid state drives (SSDs) in the enterprise. As user needs evolve and storage architectures undergo radical shifts, it’s important to understand how to match these new capabilities to support your production environment’s needs.

You can now evaluate the requirements for each step in your production workflow and select the right Nexsan storage product for the job at hand –

- Powering the work-specific performance demands of the production cycle
- Optimizing for digital asset management requirements around capacity, reliability, and price/performance
- Sharing media across platforms
- Delivering data protection solutions such as backup/restore and disaster recovery

TUNING STORAGE TO YOUR WORKFLOW

The highly-scalable performance and capacity of Imation storage systems provide the instant connections to content that accelerate your workflows, stimulate your operation’s collaboration and creativity, and grow with your operation.

- The Nexsan NST5000 series delivers unified NAS and SAN storage, combining HDDs with FASTier™ acceleration technology to help optimize price/performance for your workflow. FASTier, Imation’s caching architecture, leverages two types of solid state devices to maximize read/write performance. Many digital production environments start to see performance gains with just a small amount of FASTier cache; scale to multiple TBs if needed. The NST5000 is highly scalable, starting as small as 9TB and expanding to 5PB.
- Nexsan E-Series SAN storage arrays provide the reliability, capacity, and value needed for digital asset storage. Combine SAS and SATA HDDs for industry-leading density, delivering up to 240 TB in only 4U of rack space and scaling to multiple petabytes.

This flexibility allows application of the right storage technology to each challenge in the digital production workflow.
ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS AVAILABLE

With remote production, distributed teams, and compressed schedules, every clip needs to be available to every team member all the time. Highly reliable access is the only standard for today’s digital workflow, no matter where or when the work is being shot and produced.

Imation’s approach to designing and delivering enterprise-class storage systems with Nexsan products meets the most demanding needs for high reliability while featuring superior ease-of-use and high value.

E-Series dense, reliable storage for high capacity demands

For applications demanding high capacity and reliability while using rack space efficiently, E-Series storage systems bring significant innovations to your production environment—

- **ActiveDrawer Technology™**, enabling hot-swappable management of dense storage without powering down the system or running the risk of tipping over the rack
- **Cool Drive Technology™**, our proprietary airflow-optimized chassis design featuring redundant pull-pull fans that increases drive cooling and therefore reliability
- Redundancy built into every part of the system, including hot-swappable active-active controllers, drives, and power supplies keeping your production moving 24x7
- Built-in high-performance replication for business continuity and failover
- A unique chassis design built to dampen HDD rotational vibration, improving production system performance and reliability
- Power savings of up to 85% utilizing AutoMAID® energy conservation features, especially useful for nearline digital asset archives

NST5000 UNIFIED HYBRID STORAGE

When you need to make massive 8k clips or entire HD projects easily available to every member on the team, NST5000 systems deliver high performance and capacity with unsurpassed price/performance metrics. NST5000 systems also feature no-single-point-of-failure reliability with the following features—

- Dual redundant storage controllers and power supplies keep the system running 24x7
- Online capacity expansion lets you add drives to the system on the fly without impacting active clients or projects
- Leading performance up to 100,000 ops/sec or 54,000 IOPS
- Leading value as low as $.40/GB including FASTier in a combined performance / capacity configuration
- Manage CIFS/NFS and iSCSI in the same system
- Leverage E-Series systems for backend capacity up to 5PB
Nexsan products have allowed us to have an extremely reliable, storage-dense archive tier at an attractive price.”
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CHANGING WORKFLOWS, AGILE MANAGEMENT
With fast-changing requirements in every aspect of the digital asset ecosystem, flexibility and manageability are essential for IT operations. Imation storage systems are designed to meet the needs of your quickly-scaling data center, with manageability features that give you the control and flexibility to add and move resources when needed. All Nexsan storage products incorporate important manageability features such as –

• Ease of installation, with wizards and common-sense system design that make self-service installation fast and intuitive
• Interoperability with any OS environment, including Windows®, Mac®, Linux® and most other flavors of UNIX®
• Utilize SSDs with SATA and SAS HDDs in the same system for maximum workflow flexibility
• Storage management tools make reconfiguring your system a snap
• Years of field use with a wide range of content delivery, content production, NLE, and third-party storage management software

SUPPORTING YOUR PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT TRANSFORMATION
Production technology is advancing at a pace that requires great partnerships with knowledgeable partners. Imation works with a network of experienced, highly-competent storage resellers who specialize in the unique challenges and requirements of the entertainment enterprise. These partners can help you future-proof your architecture to ensure that bringing digital assets to market, from ingest to distribution, is optimized for today and tomorrow.

Start leveraging these advantages today by having a discussion with an Imation reseller or product expert. Starting the process is just a call away to 866.4.NEXSAN (866.463.9726).